It is with great pleasure that we invite you to join us at the international e-conference organized by the „Ovidius” University of Constanța - Faculty of Economic Sciences, the Research Center in International Business and Economics (CCREI), from the Bucharest University of Economic Studies (ASE), Romania, together with Cape Peninsula University of Technology, Cape Town, South Africa, Szczecin University from Poland, Romanian-American University, Bucharest, Romania, which is taking place on June 21st, 2017. The central theme of the e-conference is “Enterprises in the global economy”.

The purpose of this international scientific conference is to enable the academia, research and corporate entities to boost the potential of the networking, by providing a forum for exchange of ideas, research outcomes, business cases and technical achievements. The conference aims to promote international cooperation in the field of Economics, providing new perspectives and scientific dialogues on different aspects of globalization.

Considering the current academic and professional interests, several tracks are proposed for the participants to attend:

1. Economics and International Affairs
2. Marketing – Management
3. Finance - Accounting
4. Challenges for enterprises in the global economy
5. Modelling the globalization through entrepreneurship
6. Crises and Global Economy
7. Globalization and the challenges of sustainability

There are absolutely NO FEES to participate and present at the EGE International eConference. Selected papers will be published in proceedings which will be sent for evaluation and indexation to Web of Science (ISI proceedings). Fees for publications in ISI proceedings will be announced.

Please Note: Two awards - Best Paper Submitted and Best ePresentation - will be conferred by the Scientific Committee to the author(s) of the best paper(s) presented at the International eConference “Enterprises in the global economy” 2017 based on scientific significance, originality and presentation of the paper.

Important deadlines:
- Abstract submission: May 25, 2017
- Notification of paper acceptance: June 01, 2017
- Final registration date: June 15, 2017
- Full paper submission: September 01, 2017

Conference Chair: Prof. Diane Paula Corina VANCEA, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
Vice-Chair: Prof. Rodica Milena ZAHARIA, PhD., Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
Vice - Chair: Associate Professor Tudor EDU, PhD, Romanian-American University, Bucharest
Scientific Committee:
- Prof. Kamer Ainur AIVAZ, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Nicoleta ASALOȘ, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Ion BOTESCU, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Elena CONDREA, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Assoc. Prof. Cristina DÚHNEA, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Mariocă MIREA, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Veronica POPOVICI, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Elena Cerasela SPĂTARIU, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Prof. Diane Paula Corina VANCÉA, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Assoc. Prof. Alina Irina POPEȘCU, PhD., Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
- Professor Răzvan ZAHARIA, PhD., Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
- Professor Anca Gabriela ILIE, PhD., Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
- Professor Gheorghe Hrudzeu, PhD., Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
- Prof. Dumitru MIRON, PhD, Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania
- Prof. Dr. Hab. Tomasz BERNAT, University of Szczecin, Poland
- Prof. Dr. (HP) Dalia ŠTREIMIKIENĖ, Vilnius University, Lithuania
- Dr. Yuriy BILAN, University of Szczecin, Poland
- Dr. Michael TWUM-DARKO, Cape Peninsula of Technology
- Professor Gabriela PASCARIU, PhD., „Al.I. Cuza” University of Iași, Romania
- Assoc. Prof. Angela ROMAN, PhD., „Al.I. Cuza” University of Iași, Romania
- Associate Professor Tudor EDU, Romanian-American University, Bucharest
- Associate Professor Costel NEGRICEA, Romanian-American University, Bucharest
- Dr. Maria PAUCEANU, Dhofar University, Oman

Organizing Committee:
- Conference Secretary: Georgiana-Loredana FRECEA, PhD. student, Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania

Members:
- Lecturer Ionuț ANTOHI, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Lecturer Irina BILAN, PhD., „Al.I. Cuza” University of Iași, Romania
- Lecturer Gabriela GHEORGHIU, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Lecturer Silvia GHIȚĂ-MITRESCU, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania
- Lecturer Andreea-Daniela MORARU, PhD., “Ovidius” University of Constanța, Romania

How the eConference works?
The conference official language is ENGLISH. All abstracts, final papers and presentations must be in English. The papers must report original, previously unpublished findings in the field. All papers will be reviewed under the direction of the Scientific Committee.

For each oral paper presentation it will be allocated 15 minutes. Presenters must give 10 minutes for the presentation itself + 5 minutes for discussion with the audience. At the registration, these participants will receive all the details regarding the login process. Your work will be presented electronically using Microsoft PowerPoint and should be send to egeconference2017@gmail.com until June 15th, 2017.

Information and contact:
For further information and updates regarding the registration and the conference program, please contact the conference organizing committee at egeconference2017@gmail.com.